Traveling exhibit FAQs
What is a traveling exhibit?
A traveling exhibit is a set of standalone collapsible informational panels displaying historic
photos and exhibit text. Artifacts are not provided with the panels, but you are encouraged
to display your own artifacts with the exhibit.
How much does it cost to rent an exhibit?
Each exhibit is $20 per day; an exhibit must be rented for a minimum of 10 days.
What is the cost of shipping and handling and what does it cover?
Handling is a flat rate of $80 and shipping depends on destination zip code. Shipping cost
covers both receiving and returning the exhibits and shipping labels are provided for you.
The shipping and handling costs are added to the total rental fee.
How many panels are there?
Hidden Histories: One 10 foot curved panel
All Set for the West: One 10 ft curved panel and one 6 foot straight panel
Wheels of War: Two 10 foot curved panels
Move Over, Sir!: Three pieces in total – one curved 10 foot panel, one 6 ft flat panel, and one
3 ft panel.
Each panel is 8 ft tall after assembly.
What is included in the exhibit rental?
Your rental includes exhibit panels, sample press release, and information about the
exhibit. Rental also includes optional social media support in promotion of you exhibit or
event.
Is there a limit to how long we rent the exhibit?
No. Unless, the exhibit you want is already scheduled at another institution, you may rent
the exhibit for as long as you like.
What exhibits are available?
“Move Over, Sir!” Is about women working on the railroad.
All Set for the West is about the railroad and the National Parks.
Hidden Histories tells the stories of people who the main narrative of the railroad has
overlooked.
Wheels of War shows the connection between the world war effort and the railroad.
How do we rent an exhibit?
Fill out the interest form on the Traveling Exhibits page of the museum’s website or email
education coordinator Lindsey Marolt: lmarolt@upcontractor.up.com to book your rental.
From there we will work with you to determine shipping and logistics.

